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Stability of Algebraic Multigrid for coupled scalar and vector fields R. Webster



SUMMARY An investigation is made of the poor performance of algebraic multigrid solvers for coupled fields with an independent coarsening of the different field equations (the unknown approach) and also with a common coarsening of the fields (the point approach). Both mixed-order and equal-order interpolations are used for the fields in each case. Using a Stokes test problem, in two totally different discrete formulations, the dependence of AMG convergence on the 'degree of coarsening' is investigated by studying the 'convergence versus coarsening' characteristics and their variation with mesh resolution. They show a consistency in shape which reveals two distinct performance zones, one convergent the other divergent. The transition from the convergent to the divergent zones is discontinuous and occurs at a critical coarsening factor that is largely mesh independent. It signals a breakdown of stability at the coarser levels of Coarse Grid Approximation. It is shown that this is a breakdown in the stability of smoothing. It is also shown that the previously observed, meshdependent, scaling of convergence factors, which would suggest inconsistency in the CGA, does not in fact represent inconsistency. It arises as an indirect consequence of the breakdown in the stability of the smoothing. Smoothing stability depends on the coarsening factor and this changes with mesh size if the size of coarsest grid is fixed. For coarsening factors below the transition threshold and also for any fixed coarsening factor, the reduction factors for meshes of different resolution are shown to be constant. An explanation is found for the success of mixed-order interpolation in permitting stable smoothing and in providing mesh-independent convergence factors over a wide range of mesh bandwidths.



1. INTRODUCTION In a landmark paper J. Ruge and K. Stueben [1] identify two approaches for applying AMG solvers to coupled field problems, the point approach and the unknown approach. In the point approach the equation system is partitioned according to spatial location into blocks each containing just those field equations for that location. A graph of the block system matrix then constitutes the algebraic grid, each grid node representing a diagonal block, connections between grid nodes representing the inter-block coupling, both intra-field and inter-field coupling. Discretizations may demand a more complex locality than a spatial point (as is the case for the discretization under investigation here). In the unknown approach the field variables need not be collocated. Nor need they be pointbased but can be non-local variables defined on lines, areas or volumes and, moreover, this topological basis might be different for each field. The approach is therefore appropriate for the staggered-cell discretizations being considered (though possibly not for Discrete Calculus formulations in general [6]). The equation system is partitioned globally according to field identity giving a few large blocks, each containing all the equations for one field component for the entire domain. However, the algebraic grid in this case is a graph of the system matrix disregarding the partitioning. Thus each grid node carries just one degree of freedom, representing the diagonal entry for one equation. Partitioning is subsequently accounted for by simply classifying grid nodes according to field identity. Then, connections between nodes 2



of the same class represent an intra-field coupling, those between nodes of a different class represent an inter-field coupling. For both approaches, coarse grids are generated by an automatic algebraic procedure. Since, in the point approach, each grid node represents all field components, there will be a correlated coarsening of the fields. However, in the unknown approach, the sets of grid nodes of different field identity are coarsened independently and a correlated coarsening may not be possible (or meaningful). In classical AMG (C-AMG) the coarsening takes place by the selection of subsets of representative grid nodes [1]. In aggregation AMG (A-AMG) or smoothed-aggregation AMG (SA-AMG) it is achieved by combining selected grid nodes [2]. The selection process in both cases is based on the coupling strengths between grid nodes. Sub-set selection for a scalar field is described in [3]. Selection for aggregation, for both scalar and for vector fields, is described in [2]. The recursive generation of successively coarser grids (to a prescribed coarsest level) will deliver a full set of discrete approximations that together constitute 'the Coarse-Grid Approximation' or CGA. During each iterative cycle, the CGA is used to assemble a 'broadband' correction, one that ideally will address all components of the error spectrum simultaneously, from the short-range at high wave-numbers to the long-range at low wavenumbers. The process begins by relaxing (smoothing) the short-range errors on the finest grid and then restricting (projecting) the smooth, longer-range, (null-space) errors to the next coarse grid. This is repeated recursively down through the hierarchy to the coarsest grid, where a direct solution for the longest-range correction is possible. The full-bandwidth correction is then assembled by reversing the procedure, with a recursive prolongation and addition of corrections up through the hierarchy, smoothing out any short-range errors at each level. The quality of the resulting correction depends on the consistency of the CGA and the efficiency of the smoothing. Consistency and efficient smoothing should give the fullbandwidth corrections resulting in constant, mesh-independent convergence rates. In this investigation we are addressing a coupled scalar and vector field using both the point approach and the unknown approach. In the latter, as just indicated, the coarsening takes place separately within each field class, based on the strength of intra-field coupling. Interfield coupling plays no part in the selection rules. The coarsening rates may thus differ between field classes, depending on the physics of the problem, so the relative occupancy may change from grid to grid ('uncorrelated' coarsening). This raises the question of the quality of the resulting CGA, especially from the perspective of the inter-field stability, which can be fragile in discrete approximations. The concern is that the system might be destabilised during coarsening, undermining both consistency and smoothing function and resulting in a poorly convergent or even divergent iterative process. Application of C-AMG (based on the unknown approach) to discrete, collocatedvariable, formulations of the fully-coupled Stokes/Navier-Stokes equations for unstructured meshes would appear to substantiate this concern [4]. Results reveal a mesh-dependent scaling of convergence (residual-reduction) factors. These exhibit step increases in reduction factor (sometimes to divergence) that correlate with step increases in the number of coarsegrid levels as the mesh bandwidth is increased, suggesting that the CGA becomes less consistent with each coarsening. Similar behaviour is observed for SA-AMG when an equal, nominally 'first-order', interpolation is used for both scalar and vector field variables (SA3



AMG11). Such stepped changes in reduction factors were however absent when SA-AMG with mixed-order interpolation (SA-AMG10) was used (zero-order for pressure, first-order for velocity) and then the scaling was largely mesh independent. Staggered-cell based discretizations of the Stokes/Navier-Stokes problem provide for a more robustly stable pressure-velocity coupling. Yet, when C-AMG and SA-AMG11 are applied to these formulations on structured, orthogonal, rectilinear meshes, the scaling is also mesh dependent but in this case step changes in reduction factors are not evident; reduction factors seem to increase smoothly with increases in mesh bandwidth, see [5] for the SA-AMG11 results. On the other hand, the mixed-order solver SA-AMG10 again exhibits a largely mesh-independent scaling [5, 6]. The implication that mixed-order interpolations give more consistent CGAs than do equal-order interpolations seems questionable. After all, the reduction by one order of the interpolation for scalars compared to that for vectors would not, on the face of it, be expected to improve consistency. On the other hand, it might be expected to improve the stability of the CGA, if its effect were similar to that of mixed-elements in finite-element discretizations of the Stokes problem [4-6]. Yet stability is something that either exists or does not exist: It is not something that one would expect to be eroded gradually with each coarsening resulting in mesh-dependent reduction factors. Nonetheless, instability is a well known problem for the iterative solution of strongly coupled systems, and a significant under-relaxation of corrective updates is usually required. In the context of AMG unstable inter-field coupling would also be manifest in unstable smoothing cycles. Nonetheless, a stable smoothing (in the sense that f-cycle reduction factors, , can satisfy  ≤) is found to be possible (for what would otherwise be a divergent process) if the residual norms for each smoothing cycle are minimised over the Krylov subspace. Thus for example the smoother adopted in [3-5] uses Gauss-Seidel preconditioned GMRES. It will be shown here that damped ILU(0) can be a stable smoother for the fully coupled Stokes problem without the help of Krylov methods. So, in addition to GS and GSpreconditioned GMRES, ILU(0) and ILU(0)-preconditioned GMRES are investigated. The latter is found to be more robust than ILU(0) alone in so far as performance is less sensitive to the precise value of the chosen damping factor. with these smoothers therefore, AMG coupled-field solvers based on the unknown approach (both C-AMG and SA-AMG) are further investigated using staggered-cell discretizations of the Stokes test problem. In addition, collocated discretizations of the kind studied in references 3 and 5, are also examined but in this case they are solved using C-AMG based on the unknown and the point approaches. Residual reduction factors, , are examined as functions of the 'degree of coarsening', , the ratio of the bandwidths of the finest and coarsest grids. The ' versus 'characteristics show a consistency in shape which reveals two distinct performance zones, one convergent the other divergent. The transition from the convergent to the divergent zones is discontinuous and occurs at a critical coarsening factor that is independent of mesh resolution. It signals a breakdown of stability at the coarser levels of Coarse Grid Approximation. It is also shown that the previously observed, mesh-dependent, scaling of convergence factors, which suggested a loss of consistency in the CGAs, is misleading in the sense that it does not represent a loss in 4



consistency. For a given coarsening factor, the convergence factors for meshes of different resolution are in fact constant. The apparent mesh dependence arises as an indirect consequence of a breakdown in the stability of smoothing, and results from the fact that coarsening-factors change with mesh size when the size of coarsest grid is fixed. 2. TEST PROBLEM 2.1 The Stokes problem: The model problem of interest is the Stokes problem which is just one example of a wide range of problems in applied science that are all described by the fundamental equations of equilibrium. For this discrete Stokes case, in the primitive variable formulation, these may be written in the form:   T  G



G   u  s       0   p   f 



(1).



The vectors u and s represent flow velocity and velocity/momentum source respectively. The scalars p and f are the fluid pressure and mass source. The matrices ∆ and G represent the fluid diffusion and gradient operators respectively. The scalar variable p in the general case might be described as a Lagrange multiplier. In view of the zero diagonal matrix block, the system as it stands is not fit for iterative solution methods, like AMG. However, with the help of a matrix splitting ∆ = D+N where D contains just the diagonal of ∆ , then with some matrix row algebra the offensive zero block may be eradicated to give a more suitable form:   



G u  s       S   p  b



(2),



where the new blocks are given by:-



  GT D 1 N , b  f  GT D1s , S  GT D 1G The diagonal matrix operator, S, also known as the Schur complement is, like ∆, a discrete Laplacian, matrix operator that is symmetric and positive definite. The system is thus suitable for being addressed using AMG coupled-field solvers. It is the numerical properties of the Schur complement matrix operators, S, as they are reduced during the AMG coarsening process which are at the root of the problems being addressed in this investigation. 2.2 Test problem A shear-driven flow, in a square-cavity, is the Stokes test problem. It is cast in two primitive-variables formulations, resulting in fully-coupled, 2nd-order, Discrete Difference Equations that take a form similar to (2) (V2-S and V2-C in the nomenclature of [6]). 2.2.1 Staggered cell formulation, V2-S: The pressure variables are point-based and located at the centre of the control cells used to enforce continuity. Velocity components are also 5



point-based but they are not collocated with the pressure. They are placed at the centres of the corresponding faces of the continuity cell, x-component at the centres of x-faces, ycomponent at the centres of y-faces respectively. On uniform meshes, these points lie at the centres of the 'staggered' control cells used to enforce the conservation of the corresponding momentum components. See Reference 6 for further details of this discretization. 2.3 Collocated cell formulation, V2-C: In contrast to V2-S, V2-C is an unstructured mesh formulation. The control cells for the flow variables are collocated. They are the median-dual cells of the mesh and are thus centred on the vertices of the mesh elements [3]. An interpolated element velocity is used to derive the fluxes used in the enforcement of the conservation laws. To avoid the spatial instability that will compromise such collocated discretizations when a linear interpolation is used, a 'coupled interpolation' is exploited instead. Thus the interpolated element velocity depends on both the velocities and pressures at the vertices. It is derived from a second discretization within elements: See Reference [3] for further details. 3. AMG SOLVERS 3.1 'Unknown' approach for both staggered and collocated discretizations: C-AMG and SAAMG solvers based on the unknown approach are directly applicable to the staggered discretization. They are described in some detail elsewhere [4-6]. For C-AMG the coarsening is based on subset selection. For SA-AMG, it is of course based on aggregation. The configurations examined are distinguished by significantly different algebraic complexities, A. Algebraic complexity is defined as the ratio of the total number of nonzero matrix entries for all grids to the number in just the fine grid. Two levels of complexity have been considered in the case of C-AMG, one large (A~5) and one moderate (A ~2.5): The larger complexity has been chosen to provide CGAs with significant numbers of coarse levels, G. This affords more points for resolving the ' versus ' characteristic as will become clear. For practical applications high complexity is undesirable, as moderate or low complexity configurations are usually much more cost effective; hence, the moderate complexity configuration. High complexity is not normally a feature of SA-AMG so in this case only comparatively low complexities occur (A ~1.6 for SA-AMG10). For an explanation of the coarsening parameters used to achieve these complexities see [6, 7 for C-AMG] and [4 for SA-AMG10]. Standard Interpolation is used for each field, that is, a nominally '1st-order' linear interpolation, capable of interpolating constants exactly (C-AMG): In the SA-AMG10 solver this interpolation is used just for the flow equations while piecewise constant interpolation is used for the pressure equation. 3.2 'Point' approach for collocated discretizations only: For the point approach just moderate complexities are considered in the case of C-AMG, while for SA-AMG the complexities are similar to those in the unknown approach.
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For C-AMG a Jacobi-relaxed standard interpolation is found to be more robust than just standard interpolation. For SA-AMG the interpolations used are the same as those for the unknown approach. 3.3 Smoothing: As indicated in Section 1, ILU(0) smoothing (with damping) is used in all cases. The damping is achieved by simply increasing diagonal entries by a factor 1/ (0<  < 1) . In some cases the ILU(0) smoother is made more robust and more efficient (with performance less sensitive to the value of ), by minimising residual norms over the Krylov space (ILU(0) preconditioned GCR/GMRES). 3.4 F-cycles: The solver in previous work normally used full F-cycles (found to be efficient for coupled field problems). However, the simpler f-cycle is perhaps more commonly used elsewhere: Figure 1 illustrates the difference between the two. The simpler f-cycle is therefore used in all cases. 6 5 4 3 2 1



f-cycle 6 5 4 3 2 1



F-cycle Figure 1



Illustrating the simple f-cycle and the full F-cycle for 6 grid levels: the larger the level index, the coarser the grid (resolution).



4. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS 4.1 Measurements: The dependent and independent variables 4.1.1 Bandwidth: For the scaling studies, the independent variable is the mesh resolution or dimensionless inverse mesh size, h-1, here called the bandwidth, Q, Q = h-1. A notional bandwidth of the algebraic grid is defined as Q = (N )1/d, where N is the number of grid points and d is the number of spatial dimensions. Thus we may refer to the notional bandwidths of the fine grid, Qf = (Nf )1/d, and the coarse grid, Qc = (Nc)1/d, where Nf and Nc are the number of grid points on the fine and coarse grids respectively. 4.1.2 Residual reduction factor: The dependent variable for scaling studies and performance characteristics is an average residual reduction factor, . The reduction factor,
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ρi , at iteration, i, is defined as the ratio of successive residual norms, ρi = (|ri |2 / |ri-1 |2). The overall average residual reduction factor,  , is defined as   exp ln  ii 1n i / n , where n is the total number of iterations to convergence. However, the average, , which features in the scaling and performance characteristics presented here ignores the first two i n cycles,   exp ln  i 3 i / n  2 . 4.1.3 Convergence tolerance: Convergence is judged to be reached at iteration n when i n i 1 i ≤ 10-10.



4.1.4 Coarsening factor: The independent variable in performance studies is the degree of coarsening or the coarsening factor, , defined as the ratio of the notional bandwidths of the finest and the coarsest grids;  = Qf /Qc ≈ (Nf / Nc)1/d. This is controlled by limiting the number of allowed coarse levels, G (2 < G < 15). 4.2 Results. 4.2.1 C-AMG performance characteristics: High complexity configuration: For selected bandwidths in the range 32 ≤ Q ≤ 1024, the  -  characteristics for C-AMG at high complexity (3 ≤ A ≤ 5) are shown in Figure 2. The most striking aspect of the characteristics is that they each similarly reveal two performance zones, one convergent the other divergent. Note that a true plot of divergent points is impractical; they are off-scale by many orders (1 <<  < ∞); they have therefore been dropped along the top edge of the graphs (but at the correct  location). The boundary separating the convergent and divergent zones is well defined and revealed to be largely independent of the mesh bandwidth, Q, i.e. it occurs at roughly the same critical value of  for each characteristic. For points below the transition boundary, there is largely mesh-independent convergence (any mesh dependence present is one of improving reduction factors for increasing bandwidth). The CGAs in this region must clearly have a significant degree of consistency, with the inter-field coupling well represented. At and above the critical threshold on the other hand there is divergence, which suggests a failure in smoothing and/or consistency. This is of course the region where the CGAs contain the coarsest of coarse grids. It is concluded therefore that the deficiencies responsible must lie almost entirely in these coarsest grids. If the ILU(0) preconditioned GCR smoothing is used, the characteristics are modified somewhat (Fig. 3).
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Coarsening factor,  Figure 2 Stokes flow in a square cavity; dependence of C-AMG reduction factors, , on the coarsening factor, : High complexities (3≤A≤5); ILU(0) smoothing with 3 post-smoothing sweeps. 1 Q=32 Q=64
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Coarsening factor,  Figure 3



Stokes flow in a square cavity; dependence of C-AMG reduction factors, , on the coarsening factor, : High complexities (3≤A≤5); ILU(0)-preconditioned GCR smoother; 3 post-smoothing sweeps.
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The threshold is smoothed out and shifted to higher values of , (between 20 and 80) divergence becoming convergence, though with poor and somewhat erratic residual reduction rates to the right of the transition zone. Note that the shape of the characteristics seems to be largely mesh independent. This suggests that inconsistency is not at the root of the problem and that unstable smoothing is a more likely cause of the breakdown. Now normally the coarsening in an AMG algorithm is allowed to continue to a point where the size of the coarsest grid is very small (say between 1 and 100 equations) giving systems easily solved directly by Gaussian elimination. We shall refer to this practice as "unrestricted" coarsening (despite the fact that some truncation of the procedure will have been applied, if only to ensure that the number of equations exceeds the number of fields). In Fig. 3, these points would be represented by the rightmost points on each characteristic. They will range across the transition to the right. The higher the mesh bandwidth, the greater will be the degree of coarsening and the further to the right they will lie. If we plot the reduction factors for those points as a function of the bandwidths we arrive at a scaling characteristic given by curve A in Fig. 4. which clearly shows a Q-dependent scaling. Note that it is manifest as a seemingly smoothly varying dependence, but it is a dependence that results from the breakdown in smoothing and is not due to a gradual erosion of consistency. This would explain the reported monotonic mesh-dependent scaling of SA-AMG11convergence for Navier-Stokes flow at Re=100 [5].
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Stokes flow in a square cavity; Scaling of C-AMG reduction factors, , with mesh bandwidth for (A) 'unrestricted' coarsening  25


If, on the other hand, the coarsening is 'restricted' by being limited to a level of say  ≈20, i.e. the coarsest grid size, Nc , is greater than Nf /400, we get curve B in Fig. 4 which clearly 10



shows a weak mesh dependence but with reduction factors actually improving with mesh bandwidth, a seemingly better than optimum performance. 4.2.2 C-AMG: Moderate complexity configurations: Of course, the setup cost for configurations of more moderate complexity will be less and these would thus be more favoured if they produced efficient convergence. The  -  characteristics for such moderate complexities (A~2.5) are shown in Figures 5 and 6. The transitions if anything tend to be at a higher coarsening factor compared to the previous results. Whereas, for values of  below the transitions, the reduction factors are again largely mesh independent and similar in magnitude to the previous high-complexity case. The equivalent scaling characteristics for 'unrestricted' and 'restricted' coarsening are given in Figure 7. For 'unrestricted' coarsening, the reduction factors degrade to values above 0.5 at comparatively lower mesh bandwidths. Clearly, as in the high complexity case, this mesh dependence is an indirect result of the breakdown in smoothing and is not due to a loss of consistency with coarsening. Note that both below and above the transition there is no evidence of any decline in convergence rates with increased mesh resolution, on the contrary if anything reduction factors improve slightly with finer mesh resolution.
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Coarsening factor,  Figure 5 Stokes flow in a square cavity; dependence of C-AMG reduction factors, , on the coarsening factor, ; moderate complexities (A~2.5); ILU(0)smoothing, with 3 post-smoothing sweeps.
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Figure 6 Stokes flow in a square cavity; dependence of C-AMG reduction factors, , on the coarsening factor, ; moderate complexities (A~2.5); ILU(0)-preconditioned GCR smoother; 3 post-smoothing sweeps.
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4.2.3 Acceleration of convergence: For unrestricted coarsening, it will be the coarser grids (those appearing above the transition) that compromise the convergence. Since the transition threshold is independent of the mesh resolution, the number of these grids will increase with mesh size. Thus if consistency were a significant factor in the sluggish convergence we would expect the bandwidth of the unrepresentative modes of the error spectrum to increase with mesh refinement. So if these modes are addressed with a Krylov solver (by minimising f-cycle residual norms over the Krylov subspace (C-AMG(U) pre-conditioned GMRES), we would expect, firstly, a recovery of convergence in a previously divergent zone and, secondly, on the other hand, we would expect the reduction factors associated with that improved convergence to degrade with increasing mesh size as the Krylov solver will have more and more error components to deal with. 1
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C-AMG Performance characteristics for unrestricted coarsening: (Group A) ILU(0) smoothing and no acceleration (as in Fig. 5); (Group B) ILU(0)-preconditioned-GCR smoothing and GMRES acceleration.



In Figure 8 the Group A characteristics are those from Fig. 5, obtained for unrestricted coarsening without the assistance of any Krylov methods. The Group B characteristics on the other hand are those obtained with the help of the Krylov accelerator. Note that there is indeed a full recovery of convergence in the previously divergent zone (it appears less than a full recovery because the Krylov accelerator has also been applied below the transition: Note that the Group B reduction factors to the right of the transition are actually better than the Group A characteristics to the left of the transition). More significantly note that, above the transition, the Group B reduction factors show no significant mesh dependence. Both of these observations indicate that inconsistency cannot be a significant factor in the poor reduction factors above the transition. 13



4.2.4 SA-AMG Equal-order and Mixed-order Interpolation: In the light of these findings for classical AMG with an equal-order interpolation, the question arises as to how they relate to previous results obtained for smoothed aggregation AMG with similar equal-order interpolation and also, perhaps more importantly, with a mixed-order interpolation. Recall that in the earlier work on SA-AMG [5,6], a mesh-independent convergence is realised providing a mixed interpolation is used for inter-grid transfers. Moreover, in [5] it is implied that the success of the approach relies on damping and minimising residual error norms on smoothing cycles, a GS-preconditioned GMRES smoothing. Simple GS smoothing had been deemed unstable. Here therefore the coarsening characteristics for SA-AMG11 and SAAMG10 are re-examined for a simple damped GS smoother and for a GS-preconditioned GMRES smoother. 1
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Coarsening factor,  Figure 9 Stokes flow in a square cavity discretized on a staggered mesh: Dependence of SA-AMG (Unknown approach) reduction factors, , on the coarsening factor, : Group A, equal-order interpolation, GS smoother (open points); Group B, mixed-order interpolation, GS smoother (filled points); Group C, mixed-order interpolation, GS-preconditioned GMRES smoother (filled points)



It will be immediately evident from Fig. 9, that SA-AMG10/11 with GS smoothing, also shows coarsening characteristics with two distinct performance zones separated by a sharp transition that is largely mesh independent. However, there are two significant differences when compared with the data for C-AMG and ILU(0) smoothing (Fig. 5). The transition to divergence for equal-order interpolation occurs at a very low coarsening factor ( ~5.7, Group A characteristics). This puts the assertion in [5] that GS smoothing is unstable for equal-order interpolation into a new perspective, namely, that it is only unstable when the coarsening factor exceeds 5.7, which, of course, it would normally be and would have been in the previous work. In contrast, the transition for mixed-order interpolation occurs at a high 14



coarsening factor ( ~158, Group B characteristics) and this, moreover, represents a transition to merely weaker reduction factors. Therefore, the implication in [5], that GS smoothing is generally unstable for this problem, is not strictly correct. With mixed-order interpolation convergence is possible providing the coarsening does not exceed 158 (that is as long as the number of equations on the coarsest grid is greater than 4.10-5 times the number on the fine grid). Clearly this will be automatically satisfied for meshes of up to ~25000 nodes and will present no difficulties for meshes of up to ~107 nodes (for a direct coarsest-grid solver) or ~108 nodes (for an iterative, Krylov, coarsest-grid solver). Alternatively, a GS-preconditioned GMRES smoother could be used for which SA-AMG10 appears to show no transition (Group C characteristics, for mesh bandwidths up to Q=1024). It should be mentioned that the points on the Q = 256 and the Q = 512 characteristics which lie above the transition and represented by coarsest grids containing 7 and 3 nodes respectively. As there are 3 coupled fields, these points are close to the limit of meaningful resolution. For this reason these two points have been omitted from the Group-C set. These results for smoothed-aggregation AMG (both equal-order and mixed-order interpolation) are consistent with those for classical AMG (equal-order interpolation) in that they both exhibit step transitions in performance at critical coarsening factors. The fact that the transition points differ significantly for equal-order and mixed-order interpolations (for the same discretization and smoothing) suggest that the trigger for the destabilisation lies in the numerical properties of coarse-grid matrices. 4.2.6 Collocated discretizations: Correlated and Uncorrelated coarsening: The concern raised in the introduction, that uncorrelated coarsening may be in some way behind the breakdown in stability, can be easily resolved by enforcing a correlated coarsening. To facilitate this attention is switched to a different discretization of the type described elsewhere [4], a collocated discretization V2-C in the nomenclature of [6]. This avoids the difficulties explained in the introduction of applying the point approach to the staggered mesh discretization. Thus a correlated coarsening is enforced by invoking a point-based C-AMG coarsening scheme and comparing it with an unknown-based C-AMG coarsening scheme when both are applied to the same V2-C discretization. Thus in Figures 11 and 12 the resulting characteristics for the correlated and uncorrelated coarsening are compared. It will be immediately obvious that there is little difference between the two. The only difference seems to be that the correlated coarsening transition is slightly sharper than that for uncorrelated coarsening, which is hardly surprising , but otherwise there is no dramatic improvement. The correlated coarsening of the fields produces coarse-grid approximations that are just as susceptible to instability as those for uncorrelated coarsening. The cause of the instability appears to be a property of the original discrete equation set and is common to both the staggered mesh and the collocated mesh discretizations.
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Coarsening factor,  Figure 10 Correlated Coarsening: Stokes flow in a square cavity discretized on a collocated mesh(V2-C): C-AMG solver (Point approach with equal-order interpolation): Dependence of reduction factors, , on the coarsening factor, : ILU(0) smoothing.
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Figure 11 Uncorrelated Coarsening: Stokes flow in a square cavity discretized on a collocated mesh(V2-C): C-AMG solver (Unknown approach with equal-order interpolation): Dependence of reduction factors, , on the coarsening factor, : ILU(0) smoothing.
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4.2.5 C-AMG: GS and ILU(0)smoothing for the same CGA: Returning to the staggered-mesh discretizations (V2-S), the C-AMG results for ILU(0) smoothing as presented in Figure 5, are compared with the results for GS smoothing in Figure 10 (for the same Coarse Grid Approximation based on equal-order interpolation). Clearly the performance of ILU(0) is superior to that of GS (as might be expected). However, the most significant observation is that the transition points differ for the two smoothers. The GS transition point occurs at a very low level of coarsening, at a transition point almost identical to that for GS in the SAAMG11 results of Fig. 9. This rules out inconsistency as playing any significant role in the destabilisation. Consider any coarsening point between the two transitions. For the GS there is divergence. For ILU(0) there is convergence (and moreover a mesh-independent convergence). The CGA is the same in both cases so it will be just as consistent for GS as it is for ILU(0). Therefore inconsistency cannot be responsible for the breakdown in GS performance. Instability in the smoothing process has to be the cause and this again brings into question the numerical properties of the coarse-grid matrices.
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Coarsening factor,  Figure 12 Stokes flow in a square cavity discretized on a staggered mesh: C-AMG solver (Unknown approach with equal-order interpolation): Dependence of reduction factors, , on the coarsening factor, : GS smoother (open points); ILU(0) smoother (filled points).



4.2.5 Numerical properties of the coarse-grid system matrices: An important factor in the stability of iterative procedures (be it for solvers or smoothers) is the relative size of diagonal and off-diagonal entries. In the case of coupled systems it is also the relative size of diagonal and off-diagonal blocks. A measure of the former, r, is the infinity norm:N a r  max  ij , 1 i  N j 1 aii j i c



c



where ai,j represent system matrix entries. For a measure of the latter the ratio, R, of the Frobenius norms:-
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is of interest. For this exercise R is restricted to the pressure equation only, where Am,n represent the off-diagonal inter-field coupling blocks of the pressure equation, and Am,m the diagonal block. The measure, r, however, refers to the entire system. The scaling of these measures as a function of the coarsening factor is given in Figure 13. The larger the values are, the more unstable the system is likely to be. 10000 r-equal R-equal r-mixed R-mixed
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Coarsening factor,  Figure 12 : The scaling of R and r on the coarsening factor, . Stokes flow in a square cavity discretized on a staggered mesh: C-AMG solver: Unknown approach with equal-order interpolation ('r equal' and 'R equal') and mixed-order interpolation ('r mixed' and R mixed').



It will be immediately evident that the stability of the CGA matrices for equal-order interpolation degrades seriously with coarsening whereas that for mixed-order interpolation does not. Both r and R increase linearly with the coarsening factor  This increase occurs primarily because entries in the diagonal block of the pressure equation decrease in magnitude with coarsening much faster than entries in off-diagonal blocks. This is only to be expected of course because the diagonal blocks represent 2nd-order discrete-difference operators whereas the off-diagonal blocks represent 1st-order discrete-difference operators and the ratio should scale as Qc1 (as does the coarsening factor . This also applies to the equations for velocity components as well of course, but the diagonal block for pressure is already much smaller than the others even before the coarsening begins. Essentially, this is because, on the fine grid, it is a Schur complement whose entries (for this discretization) depend on D-1 the inverse of the diagonal splitting of the flow equations A=D+N. Thus if the Stokes equations take the form:-
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 An,n  T  Gn,m



Gn,m  un   sn       0   p   0  ; n = 1,2; m=3



where n=1,2 represent indices of the flow equation blocks and m=3 is that of the pressure equation, then the preconditioned equations that are presented to the AMG solver take the form: An,n   Am,n



where, An,n  Dn,n  N n,n ,



An,m  un   sn       Am, m   p   sm  ; n = 1,2; m=3



Am,n  GnT,m Dn,1n Nn, n ,



and the Schur complement is:-



Am,n  AnT,m , An,m  Gn,m , sm  GnT,m Dn,1n sn



Am,m  GnT,m Dn,1nGn,m .



Since this preconditioning is applied prior to coarsening, this Schur complement equation only applies to the fine grid equations, not to the coarse grid equations. It is for this reason that the relative size of the block reduces with equal-order coarsening; as far as the coarsening algorithm is concerned it is simply reducing an already existent discrete Laplacian type matrix operator. For this reason the system will always be susceptible to instability. Even if the preconditioning were applied within AMG at coarse-grid level, so that this problem with the pressure equations were avoided, the problem would remain in the velocity equations and for sufficiently large coarsening factors could not be avoided. There is already evidence in the mixed-order results that the transition to divergence (Figure 9) is starting to be triggered by the velocity equations and not by the pressure equations. This is evident in Figure 12: The measures R and r for mixed-order interpolation actually fall with increased coarsening indicating an improved stability for the pressure equation, however, the last two r points at the highest coarsening factors, show an upward turn and are actually due to the velocity equations not the pressure equations. The measure, R ,which only applies to the pressure equation, indicates that its stability continues to improve. The reason for this improvement is that the zero-order interpolation is insufficient for the diagonal block (2nd-order Laplacian difference operator) and this results in a poorly scaled, diagonal block with larger entries. Normally when zero-order interpolation is used on second-order discretedifference operators, a scaling correction is applied. Here this is not done and, as a result, the matrix entries are larger than they would otherwise be, giving a more stable equation for smoothing. Moreover, the consistency for the overall system is not compromised significantly because the zero-order interpolation is sufficient for a 1st-order discretedifference operator (the off-diagonal divergence operator) and for the right-hand source vector, sp. Zero-order interpolation is sufficient for a continuity equation. 5. DISCUSSION Both of the Stokes problems discretized here on staggered and collocated meshes would give stable convergent single-grid iterative solutions. It is the coarsening which undermines the stability of AMG smoothing cycles. Several cycles of smoothing are usually required for optimum performance. It is probably no coincidence that three cycles seem to be
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the optimum for this three-field coupled system. The important question of course is what can be done to address the problem. 5.4 Application of restricted coarsening: The main advantage of the proposed restricted coarsening option would be for off-the-shelf commercial C-AMG codes since it would allow them to be applied directly to large coupled-field problems. Providing they do allow restricted coarsening and have a Krylov solver option for coarsest grids they could be applied immediately without modification. In this regard, there is at least one commercial AMG software package that could take advantage of this approach. 5.5 Application of GMRES acceleration with unrestricted coarsening: The remarks just made for C-AMG with restricted coarsening would also apply to C-AMG+GMRES for unrestricted coarsening. However, in this case any C-AMG software used would need an internal Krylov smoothing option as well as an external Krylov acceleration option. Whilst Krylov accelerators are a standard part of software packages, the use of preconditioned Krylov algorithms for smoothing may not be. 5.6 Navier-Stokes test problems: The data presented has been for the Stokes test problem. Similar results are obtained for Navier-Stokes shear driven flow in a square cavity providing there is sufficient mesh resolution. Adequate mesh resolution is of course vital in any case when advection dominates the flow. For a second-order accurate discretization the main truncation error is usually dispersive in nature, scaling as the Q-2, and unless Q > Re the spatial stability of the field solution and the stability of iterative solvers can be compromised. For the C-AMG solvers being investigated here this is manifest as a reduction in the transition threshold to impractically low levels. However, providing Q>~4.Re the characteristics appear to be unaffected and identical to the lamina case. Note that SA-AMG10 performs well for Navier-Stokes flows to at least Re=1000 with or without restricted coarsening. However if Q << Re, convergence factors can degrade with increased coarsening. 5.7 Range of mesh bandwidth: As indicated in Section 4.2.3, the restricted and unrestricted coarsening options proposed here for equal-order C-AMG will become less attractive (in comparison to the mixed-order SA-AMG10) when the Q-dependent Krylov methods begin to compromise the C-AMG multigrid performance. There is no evidence of this in the results presented for mesh bandwidths up to Q=1024 (~3.106 2D equations).
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4.2.4 Comparison of equal-order C-AMG (restricted and unrestricted coarsening) with mixed-order SA-AMG (unrestricted coarsening): As mentioned in the introduction, previous work on smoothed-aggregation AMG [5,6], shows that mesh-independent convergence for coupled-field problems is possible with unrestricted coarsening providing a mixed interpolation is used for inter-grid transfers. To illustrate this, the performance characteristics for SA-AMG with mixed-order interpolation are shown in Figs. 10 and 11 (compare with Figs. 3 & 4, 6 & 7 and 8 & 9).
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N, Number of equations Figure 12 Stokes flow in a square cavity; Scaling of CPU time T (seconds) and CPU time per grid point, T/N (×104), for the equal-order interpolation solvers C-AMG and C-AMG+GMRES, and also for the mixed-order interpolation solver SA-AMG10. Restricted coarsening (R): Unrestricted coarsening(U).



When comparing these characteristics, it should be remembered that the complexity of the CGA in the SA-AMG cases is very low compared those for C-AMG (as discussed in Section 3.1), so the poorer reduction factors are not a true reflection of overall efficiency. This is made clear in Fig. 12 which shows the scaling of computing time (and computing time per grid point) for all three solution methods. Table 1 shows the relative costs of setup and solution for the Q=1024 case. The differences in total cost are small (~22% at most); the comparatively lower setup cost and comparatively higher solution costs for SA-AMG10 simply reflects the lower complexity of the algorithm.
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CPU time (seconds) for Stokes flow at Q =1024 for the equal-order interpolation solvers C-AMG and C-AMG+GMRES, and for the mixed-order interpolation solver SA-AMG10: restricted coarsening (R); unrestricted coarsening(U).
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6. CONCLUSIONS AMG solvers applied to a coupled scalar-vector field problem, with equal-order interpolation for scalars and vectors, reveal a convergence performance that is dependent on the degree of coarsening in the coarse grid approximation. The 'convergence-factor versus coarsening-factor' characteristics show a consistency in shape which reveals two distinct performance domains, one of efficient and robust mesh-independent convergence, the other of divergent performance. The transition boundary separating the convergent and divergent zones is sharply defined and largely mesh independent. It occurs at a coarsening factor that lies in the range 5 to 180, depending on the discretization, the interpolations used for intergrid transfers, and the coarsening parameters used in establishing the Coarse Grid Approximation. The sharp transition to divergent behaviour reflects a catastrophic breakdown in smoothing. This is triggered when the spectral radius of the pressure equations exceeds a critical threshold. This may be controlled to some extent by employing mixed-interpolations in the construction of the CGAs and by preconditioning the input matrix. The unstable smoothing may also be moderated, to a limited extent, by minimising residual norms over the Krylov subspace, the transition can then be displaced to slightly larger coarsening factors. Two simple options are suggested for obtaining mesh-independent convergence for existing off-the-shelf AMG codes based on equal-order interpolation. The first is to simply discard the errant coarser grids by truncating the coarsening before the transition and then use a Krylov solver for the larger coarsest grid (a 'restricted coarsening' option). The second is to retain the errant grids but counter their destabilising influence by exploiting Krylov subspace methods both internally, to stabilise smoothing, and externally, to accelerate any sluggish components of the error spectrum (an 'unrestricted coarsening' option). However, since the critical coarsening factor is constant, the sizes of the coarsest grid (in the truncated CGA) and the number of errant grids (for the unrestricted CGA) grow with problem size. So too, therefore, does the required Krylov investment. Ultimately this will compromise the scaling (both convergence and CPU time will be compromised in the unrestricted CGA case, just CPU time in the restricted case). The options cannot therefore compete with the previously proposed methods for smoothed-aggregation AMG based on mixed-order interpolation (which does not need Krylov methods) or methods based on a preconditioned system matrix. Nonetheless, these simple options have shown optimum scaling for resolution bandwidths of up to 103, corresponding to ~ 3.106 2D equations (possibly to ~4.109 3D equations). 7. REFERENCES 1. Ruge JW, Stueben K. Algebraic multigrid (AMG). In Multigrid Methods, Vol. 3 of Frontiers in Applied Mathematics, McCormick S (ed.). SIAM: Philadelphia, PA, 1987; 73–180. 2. Vanĕk P, Mandel J, Brezina M. Algebraic multigrid on unstructured meshes, University of Colorado at Denver, UCD/CCM Rep.34, Denver, Colorado, 1994. 3. W. L. Briggs, V. E. Henson, and S. F. McCormick, A Multigrid Tutorial, SIAM Books, Philadelphia, 2000. Second edition.
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